INTRODUCTION {#SEC1}
============

Branch points along the tree of life are defined genetically by the sequence and base modifications of the nucleotides in DNA ([@B1]). Patterns of GC-rich transcriptional elements, for example, have been shown to delineate the three domains of life---bacteria from archaea from eukarya ([@B2]). Conversely, 5-methylcytosine (^5m^C, Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) serves as an innate immune system in bacteria to protect genomes against viral invasion, while in eukaryotes this base modification is an inherited epigenetic marker that regulates gene transcription ([@B3]). Its function in archaea DNA, however, remains largely uncharacterized ([@B4]). The oxidized variant of ^5m^C, 5-hydroxymethylcytosine (^5hm^C Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), has recently been recognized as an epigenetic marker in vertebrates, but serves no known genetic function in invertebrate organisms ([@B5]). We show here that the endonuclease G enzyme from mouse (*m*EndoG) specifically recognizes ^5hm^C in the context of the four-stranded Holliday junction, which supports its role in promoting recombination at ^5hm^C-sites ([@B6]). Finally, comparisons of the crystal structures of *m*EndoG to those of its invertebrate orthologs show how an enzyme has structurally adapted to confer function to ^5hm^C as an epigenetic marker in vertebrate organisms.

![Epigenetic modifications to cytosine (C) bases. Methylation of cytosine at the 5-position by S-adenosylmethionine (SAM) dependent DNA methyltransferase results in 5-methylcytosine (^5m^C), representing 80% of C's in CpG islands and 3% of all cytosines in eukaryotic genomes ([@B3]). Oxidation of ^5m^C by ten-eleven translocation (TET) methylcytosine dioxygenase results in 5-hydroxymethylcytosine (^5hm^C) ([@B7]), found in 0.1--1.3% of C's in vertebrate genomes ([@B5]).](gkaa117fig1){#F1}

^5hm^C was initially identified as an intermediate along the oxidative demethylation pathway of ^5m^C ([@B7]). Recent studies, however, point to a broader range of cellular functions, leading ^5hm^C to now be considered the 'sixth' nucleotide and as an additional epigenetic signal in the genomes of vertebrates ([@B13]). This oxidized base has been associated with the development of the liver, with ^5hm^C levels being 10-fold higher in the adult compared to the fetal organ ([@B14]), while other studies suggest that ^5hm^C is necessary for stem cell renewal ([@B15],[@B16]). Genome-wide mapping of the 'hydroxymethylome' shows that ^5hm^C accumulates in gene bodies and, to a lesser extent, at gene promoters ([@B17]). Furthermore, ^5hm^C has been shown to accumulate at sites of DNA damage and at recombination hotspots ([@B18],[@B21]), suggesting a role in facilitating recombination repair of damaged DNA. The function of ^5hm^C in directing site-specific recombination ([@B6]), however, is a recent discovery and, therefore, its mechanistic and structural role in recombination has yet to be resolved in detail.

Endonuclease G (EndoG, Gene ID: 6679647) was initially identified as a mitochondrial endonuclease in mammals ([@B22]) that is encoded in the nucleus ([@B25]), but orthologs have subsequently been found to be present in all eukaryotes ([@B26]). The enzyme is characterized by a NHN tripeptide motif, which is common in the active sites of many nucleases ([@B27],[@B28]), and has a preference for cleaving G/C-rich DNA. EndoG is primarily found in the mitochondria ([@B25]), but a basal level of EndoG is present in the nucleus ([@B29]). The enzyme is thought to promote replication of mitochondrial DNA by cleaving RNA/DNA hybrids to generate primers ([@B30]), although this function remains debated. During apoptosis, however, large quantities of EndoG are trafficked to the nucleus to degrade chromatin DNA ([@B31],[@B32]).

Vertebrate EndoG has been implicated in promoting sequence-mediated recombination ([@B33]) and recombination related processes ([@B34]), while the invertebrate orthologs have no known function in recombination. Robertson, *et al.* ([@B6]) demonstrated that the mouse enzyme (*m*EndoG) induces double-strand breaks in ^5hm^C sequences and promotes conservative recombination events in cells. These studies first showed that mouse liver nuclear extracts (LiNEs) contained an activity that specifically cleaves ^5hm^C-modified DNA sequences, resulting in the generation of distinct cleavage products. The ^5hm^C-specific cutting activity in LiNEs was subsequently identified as coming from *m*EndoG, with the purified enzyme having the same specificity for cutting ^5hm^C-modified over unmodified DNA as the LiNE.

Analysis of the DNA cleavage products indicated that 5′-GGGG***^5hm^C***CAG-3′ serves as the cognate sequence for LiNE and *m*EndoG ([@B6]), leading to the conclusion that *m*EndoG shows both a sequence and a positional preference for cutting ^5hm^C-modified DNAs. Furthermore, ^5hm^C-modified DNAs were seen to generate four-times more recombination products than the unmodified DNA in an *in vitro* assay. The preference for modified DNAs was negated when the assay was repeated in the presence of an EndoG specific inhibitor (*f*EndoGI from *Drosophila*) ([@B6]). Thus, *m*EndoG was seen to promote ^5hm^C-dependent recombination.

Robertson, *et al.* ([@B6]), proposed a mechanism from their studies in which *m*EndoG promotes ^5hm^C-specific recombination by recognizing and cleaving ^5hm^C-modified duplex DNA. The resulting double-strand breaks would progress through a standard recombination mechanism with strand exchange across adjacent duplexes to form Holliday junction cross-overs, culminating in resolution of the junction and ligation to close nicks. The inactive mutant of the enzyme (*i-m*EndoG), however, does not discriminate between ^5hm^C-modified and unmodified DNA substrates for binding ([@B6]), leading to the study here aimed at determining how *m*EndoG shows specificity for ^5hm^C in the context of this recombination mechanism.

Most 'reader' proteins for ^5hm^C also recognize ^5m^C, and bind the unoxidized base as well as or better than the oxidized form ([@B37]). An exception is the UHRF2-SRA domain, which shows specificity for ^5hm^C over ^5m^C. The UHRF2-SRA domain recognizes ^5hm^C by flipping the modified base out from the DNA duplex into a specific binding pocket of the protein ([@B38]), a mechanism that mimics that of ^5m^C reader proteins ([@B37]). The structures of the *m*EndoG orthologs from *C. elegans* and from *Drosophila* have previously been determined ([@B39],[@B40]), but neither show any pockets that could accommodate a flipped-out base, which could explain why these are non-specific nucleases. The question, therefore, is what structural adaptations allow *m*EndoG to recognize ^5hm^C-modified DNAs while the invertebrate orthologs are nonspecific.

In order to address this question of how *m*EndoG recognizes ^5hm^C and thereby promotes sequence dependent recombination, we started by determining the binding specificity of the inactive *i-m*EndoG for various DNA conformations and their ^5hm^C-modified variants. The active *m*EndoG was then used to determine how ^5hm^C affects enzymatic activity. Results from these studies led to the conclusion that in the context of a DNA Holliday junction, *m*EndoG shows specificity for ^5hm^C not in binding, but in cleaving efficiency and in defining cleavage patterns along the DNA. The single crystal structures of *i-m*EndoG with and without DNA, in comparison to the *C. elegans* and *Drosophila* orthologs ([@B39],[@B40]), reveal the molecular details that allow the vertebrate enzyme to recognize the modified base and the four-armed junction. A short α-helix at the DNA-binding site in the structures of invertebrate enzymes was seen to be unwound in *m*EndoG, which is proposed to result from a two amino acid deletion in the vertebrate enzyme\'s sequence relative to those of the invertebrates. Consequently, a conserved Cys residue is repositioned into the active site of *m*EndoG to recognize ^5hm^C through hydrogen bonding between the Cys thiol and the hydroxyl of the oxidized base. This structural model for ^5hm^C recognition does not require base flipping and is supported by mutational studies on the Cys residue. Finally, an additional site was found in the crystal structure *i-m*EndoG that provides a platform to accommodate an orthogonal arm from a Holliday junction. Thus, our studies on *m*EndoG reveal structural adaptations that allow this vertebrate enzyme to recognize ^5hm^C in the context of Holliday junctions, thereby providing insight into how this endonuclease promotes ^5hm^C-specific recombination.

MATERIALS AND METHODS {#SEC2}
=====================

Expression and purification of inactive *i-m*EndoG H97A {#SEC2-1}
-------------------------------------------------------

A catalytically inactive H97A mutant of mouse endonuclease G (*i-m*EndoG) lacking the N-terminal mitochondrial localization sequence was cloned into a pMal-c2 vector as a fusion protein with an N-terminal maltose binding protein (MBP) and tobacco etch virus (TeV) protease substrate linker. *Escherichia coli* BL21-CodonPlus(DE3)-RIPL strain (B F-- ompT hsdS(rB-- mB--) dcm+ Tetr gal λ(DE3) endA Hte (CamR)) were transformed with the expression construct in 2XYT media containing 100 μg/ml ampicillin and 25 μg/ml chloramphenicol and induced with 1 mM isopropyl β-[d]{.smallcaps}-1-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG). With the mitochondrial localization sequence deleted from the N-terminus, the numbering of the amino acids in this study is shifted by 41 residues relative to the full-length wild type enzyme. For example, *i-m*EndoG is referred to as H97A, instead of H138A mutant as in the literature ([@B6]).

The MBP-tagged fusion *i-m*EndoG was purified from the cleared lysate on an amylose resin column (New England Biolabs), digested with TeV protease, run through a HiTrap Heparin HP column (GE Healthcare), with final separation of the digested *i-*mEndoG from the MBP tag on an amylose resin column. Trace fusion protein was removed by loading the protein solution onto a gravity-fed Sephadex G-100 column equilibrated in buffer containing 50 mM Tris at pH 8.0, 50 mM NaCl, 1 mM MgCl~2~ and 0.07% volume of β-mercaptoethanol. The fully digested *i-m*EndoG was concentrated with a 10 kDa MWCO Amicon centrifugal concentrator (Millipore-Sigma) and stored at -80°C.

Expression and purification of active *m*EndoG {#SEC2-2}
----------------------------------------------

Active *m*EndoG is a general nuclease and thus lethal in cellular expression systems. Consequently, we designed a system in which *m*EndoG is coexpressed with the EndoG inhibitor (gene *cg4930*) from *Drosophila melanogaster* (*d*EndoGI), following a protocol similar to that developed for the expression of the active fly enzyme ([@B41]). A truncated version of the *m*EndoG gene (with the sequence from maltose binding protein appended to the N-terminus in place of the mitochondrial localization sequence) was inserted into a pET-28A plasmid downstream of a T7 promoter site and upstream of the sequence coding for *d*EndoGI. Transformed BL21 codon+ cells were grown in 1 L of 2XYT media with kanamycin (52 mg), chloramphenicol (33 mg), and 1% (w/v) dextrose (for toxic expression), and induced with IPTG. Cell lysates were loaded on an MBPTrap column (GE Health Care Life Sciences), and the *m*EndoG/*d*EndoGI complex eluted with 20 mM maltose. The inhibitor was released from the enzyme by dialysis overnight against 10 mM EDTA to remove Mg^2+^ at the complex interface. A second MBPTrap column followed by 16-hour incubation in 1:100 gram ratio of TeV protease to protein released *m*EndoG from the attached MBP. Finally, a Heparin column was used to bind *m*EndoG and eluted with 0.5 M NaCl to obtain purified enzyme.

Nuclease assays {#SEC2-3}
---------------

Synthetic DNA oligos with 5′ dye labels were purchased from Midland Certified Reagent Company, Bio-Synthesis Inc., and LGC Biosearch Technologies, and were purified as previously described ([@B42]). DNA duplexes and Holliday junctions were annealed by combining the appropriate single-stranded oligonucleotides, each at 7 μM, in 0.2× TBE, 10 mM MgCl~2~, 20 mM NaCl. Annealing reactions were incubated at 90°C for 20 min and slowly cooled to room temperature over 2 h. Fully annealed junctions were separated from incompletely assembled duplexes by native polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE).

Nuclease assays were performed as follows. Recombinant wild-type *m*EndoG (50 nM in 50 mM Tris pH 8.0, 50 mM NaCl, 1 mM MgCl~2~, 0.07% β-mercaptoethanol) was incubated with 100 nM DNA substrate in 20 mM Tris pH 7.5, 4% glycerol, 10 mM β-mercaptoethanol, 0.1% Triton X-100. The reaction was run for 10 min at 37°C, then quenched with 0.02% sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) and 1.5 μM proteinase K. To further ensure nuclease inactivation after quenching, the reaction solution was incubated at 50°C for 30 min. Negative controls without protein added were prepared similarly. Dye-labeled products were separated by native and denaturing PAGE, and imaged using a Typhoon FLA 9500 gel imager (GE Healthcare). Gel bands were quantified using ImageJ ([@B43]).

Electrophoretic mobility shift assays {#SEC2-4}
-------------------------------------

Samples containing 70 nM of various DNA constructs with Cy5-labeled DNA substrate in their annealing buffer (see Nuclease Assay above) and varying concentrations of catalytically inactive *i*-*m*EndoG were mixed on ice in a buffer containing 20 mM HEPES pH 7.9, 5 mM EDTA, 10 mM β-mercaptoethanol, 4% glycerol and 1% Triton X-100. Reactions were incubated at 298 K for 15 min. Protein--DNA complexes were resolved with native PAGE and imaged as described above.

FRET kinetic cleavage assays {#SEC2-5}
----------------------------

Assays for *m*EndoG cleavage of fluorescently labeled DNAs using a Förster Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET) assay were carried out using a plate reader (Perkin Elmer Victor 3) held at 37°C with the DNA constructs 7 and 8 ([Supplemental Figure S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) labeled with FITC and Cy5. Junctions with and without the ^5hm^C modification in 50 mM Tris pH 8.0, 50 mM NaCl, 1 mM MgCl~2~, 0.07% β-mercaptoethanol were diluted to 50 nM with nanopure water. Reactions were initiated by the addition 15 μl of 500 nM protein to 20 μl of DNA, resulting in final concentrations of 0.22 μM protein and ∼25 nM DNA. The fluorescence signals from both the FRET donor and acceptor (excited at 485 nm, fluorescence detected from 650 to 750 nm) were collected over ∼90 min total time at 2--3 min intervals (delay time from first data point collection for each dataset was ∼10--12 s). The actual DNA concentration was determined from the Cy5 fluorescence after completion of each reaction, and this value was used to determine the concentration corrected FRET signal for each run. The data were imported into KaleidaGraph to determine the pseudo-first order rate constants, and the rate of cleavage was determined from the concentration corrected FRET signal. The assay was repeated in triplicate for each DNA and enzyme construct and the errors for rates were determined as the standard deviations of the means values.

Crystallization of *i-m*EndoG H97A {#SEC2-6}
----------------------------------

Crystals of *i-m*EndoG without DNA were grown at 16°C by hanging drop vapor diffusion, with a reservoir solution containing 25% isopropanol, 0.2 M MgCl~2~, and 0.1 M HEPES pH 7.6. The hanging drop containing pure *i-m*EndoG (93 μM) and G^5hm^C dinucleotide (750 nM) was diluted in an equal volume of reservoir solution (no dinucleotide was observed in the final structure). The structure of *i-m*EndoG bound to DNA was obtained from co-crystallization with decanucleotide DNA at 16°C in a sitting drop vapor diffusion setup with a reservoir solution containing 0.1 M sodium citrate tribasic dihydrate pH 5.5 and 22% PEG 1000. The sitting drop containing *i-m*EndoG (94 μM) and *d*(CCGGCGCCGG) (178 μM) was diluted in an equal volume of reservoir solution.

X-ray diffraction data collection and structure determination {#SEC2-7}
-------------------------------------------------------------

X-ray diffraction data was collected at the Advanced Light Source (ALS) Beamline 4.2.2 at Berkeley National Laboratory. Diffraction data was reduced, integrated and indexed using XDS ([@B44]) ([Supplemental Table S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Structure phasing was performed in PHENIX Phaser ([@B45]) by molecular replacement using the X-ray crystal structure of *C. elegans* EndoG homologue, CPS-6 (PDB 35SB), as a starting structure. Refinement was performed iteratively using PHENIX Autobuild and Refine, and manual adjustments to the initial structure were made using Coot ([@B46],[@B47]).

Minimization and energy calculations {#SEC2-8}
------------------------------------

Energy minimization and equilibration calculations were performed in Amber18 and AmberTools18 ([@B48]). A starting structure was constructed in PyMOL ([@B49]) by superimposing the crystal structure of *i-m*EndoG H97A onto the structure of the *C. elegans* EndoG homologue CPS-6 bound to single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) sequence 5′-TTTTT-3′ (PDB 5GKP, RMSD = 5.4 Å ([@B40])). The coordinates of the CPS-6 protein were removed, leaving only *m*EndoG and the ssDNA substrate. Starting structures for other ssDNA sequences were generated by mutating the appropriate nucleotide bases in Coot ([@B47]). Starting structures were solvated in an octahedral box with TIP3P water, and the system was set to charge neutral with the addition of Mg^2+^ or Cl^−^ ions. Minimizations were performed in three steps, first allowing only solvent to minimize, then minimizing hydrogen atoms only, and finally minimizing all atoms in the structure. Equilibration calculations were also performed in three steps, first heating the system from 0 to 300 K over 20 ps with weak restraints on atoms in the protein-DNA complex, then maintaining a constant 300 K for 20 ps with the same restraints, and finally maintaining a constant temperature at 300 K for 100 ps with no restraints. Equilibration calculations were performed in triplicate.

RESULTS {#SEC3}
=======

The goal of this study was to determine the structural adaptations that support ^5hm^C recognition in the vertebrate *m*EndoG enzyme, which consequently distinguish it functionally from its invertebrate homologues. In these studies, we first characterized the substrate preference of the enzyme in terms of the binding and recognition preference of the inactive *i-m*EndoG. We then compared the cleavage efficiency of active *m*EndoG on various unmodified and ^5hm^C-modified DNA substrates ([Supplemental Figure S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) as standard duplex or four-stranded Holliday junction structures ([Supplemental Figure S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Finally, crystal structures were determined for *i-m*EndoG in the apo- and DNA-complexed forms, which, when compared to those of the fly and worm homologues, provide the structural rationale for the vertebrate enzyme\'s recognition and functional specificity.

*i-m*EndoG preferentially binds Holliday junction over duplex DNA {#SEC3-1}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

To determine the substrate specificity of *m*EndoG, we first asked what its binding preference is for duplex compared with other forms of DNA, and how ^5hm^C modification affects this binding specificity. A 20 bp double-stranded DNA substrate (containing the previously reported recognition sequence 5′-GGGGCCAG-3′ ([@B6])) was titrated with the catalytically inactive H97A mutant *i-m*EndoG and the binding affinity for the DNA analyzed by electrophoretic mobility shift assays (EMSA, [Supplemental Figure S3a](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This EMSA analysis showed that \<50% of the DNA substrate was shifted from the duplex band at enzyme concentrations up to 50 μM, leading to an estimated dissociation constant (*K*~D~) of *i-m*EndoG for duplex DNA that is ≥75 μM. The ^5hm^C-modified duplex substrate showed no observable difference in *i-m*EndoG's affinity for the DNA duplex ([Supplemental Figure S3b](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These results are not consistent with previous reports that the *K*~m~ values are 4-fold higher for ^5hm^C-modified compared to unmodified DNAs ([@B6]). Our binding studies, therefore, indicate that binding affinity does not account for the enzyme\'s functional specificity for ^5hm^C-modifications in the context of double-helical DNA, as consistent with that reported previously ([@B6]).

Given its activity in promoting recombination ([@B6]), we asked whether *m*EndoG has a higher affinity for binding Holliday junctions over duplex DNA, and whether its specificity for ^5hm^C is manifest in this context. The DNA binding assay repeated with a four-armed junction as the substrate (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) showed that *i-m*EndoG has a significantly higher affinity for this recombination intermediate than for duplex DNAs. The appearance of lower mobility bands in the gels indicated the formation of four successively larger complexes with increasing concentrations of *i-m*EndoG, which we interpreted as one, two, three, and finally four protein molecules binding to the four-armed junction. From a global analysis of the appearance and disappearance of these complexes, we derived a binding model in which the protein shows two distinct sets of affinities for the junction arms, with the first and third binding steps being lower affinity (∼10 μM *K*~D~) and the second and fourth steps being higher affinity (∼0.3 and 1 μM *K*~D~, respectively). The overall affinity as estimated from analysis of the loss of the junction band resulted in a *K*~D~ = 1.8 ± 0.6 μM. The effective overall binding affinity for the equivalent ^5hm^C-modified junction, however, was not significantly different from the unmodified junction, although it is still ∼50-fold higher than that for duplex DNAs.

![Binding assays of inactive H97A mutant of mouse EndoG (*i-m*EndoG) with unmodified junction DNA. (**A**) Representative gel image from titration of junction DNA with increasing concentrations of *i-m*EndoG, showing electrophoretic mobility shifts that are consistent with the formation of sequentially larger protein-DNA complexes. Scans of each lane of the gel showed four distinct complexes (C1, C2, C3 and C4) emerging with the loss of the junction (J) band. The normalized area under each scan profile was interpreted as indicative of the fraction of DNA distributed between free junction and each complex that entered the gel. (**B**) The normalized fractions of all junction species as a function of *i-m*EndoG concentration was globally fit to a binding model in which the DNA provides four independent sites for protein binding. The calculated curves for the global fit of all data are shown for each species, with *K*~D~ values of 10 μM for formation of the C1 complex, 1 μM for C2, 10 μM for C3 and 0.3 μM for C4 (overall *R^2^* of 0.99 for the global fit of the data). Errors from three independent replicates indicate that the *K*~D~ values are accurate to one digit.](gkaa117fig2){#F2}

The affinity of *i-m*EndoG for single-stranded DNAs was low, comparable to that of duplex, while that of three-armed junctions was similar to the four-armed constructs (data not shown). Thus, the enzyme shows preference for binding DNA substrates based on conformation, but this structural preference does not distinguish ^5hm^C in either the duplex or junction contexts.

^5hm^C defines cutting efficiency and site specificity by active *m*EndoG {#SEC3-2}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

The disparity between the equilibrium *K*~D~ values measured here and the *K*~M~ values reported previously ([@B6]) suggests that ^5hm^C plays a differential role in the kinetics of *m*EndoG activity. This may be due in part to the prior published studies being performed using enzymes purified from liver nuclear extracts, while the current studies use recombinantly expressed and purified enzyme. Thus, it was important to determine whether the active *m*EndoG enzyme functionally discriminates between unmodified and ^5hm^C-modified DNAs. To address this question, unmodified or ^5hm^C-modified duplexes and unmodified or modified four-armed junction substrates were incubated with active *m*EndoG, with the cleavage products resolved by native PAGE analysis. The cleavage efficency for each DNA construct was measured as the loss of fluorescently-labeled substrate bands. The complementary strands of the duplex (DA and DB, [Supplemental Figure S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and the junction (JA and JB strands, [Supplemental Figure S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) were also monitored fluorescently in order to determine the sequence as well as conformational dependencies of the cleavage reactions (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplemental Table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). By visual inspection, it was clear that the preferred substrate for *m*EndoG cleavage is the junction DNA, which showed significant loss of the 40 bp junction substrate along with concomitant increase in the 20 bp band and some increase in the ∼10 bp band as products for all the substrates. It is particularly noteworthy that the primary cleavage products from the junction substrates were the 20 bp duplex DNAs, indicating that the enzyme cuts across the cross-over structure of the junction; this observation is consistent with *m*EndoG potentially acting as a DNA junction resolvase.

![Native polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE) analysis of *m*EndoG cleavage of duplex and junction DNA constructs. Representative gel image of a single experiment comparing the cleavage efficiency of *m*EndoG for unmodified and ^5hm^C-modified duplex or junction DNA substrates. In each construct, only the one strand (DA of the duplex and JA for the junction) is modified, although either the A or B stands ([Supplemental Figure S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) are labeled in order to monitor strand cleavage. The efficiency of cutting for any particular construct is quantified by the intensity of substrate band (as the loss of the 20 bp duplex or of the 40 bp junction) and of the smaller cleavage product band(s) in the presence of enzyme (*m*EndoG+) versus its absence (*m*EndoG-). Experiments were repeated four times.](gkaa117fig3){#F3}

The cutting efficiencies were further analyzed by quantifying the fluorescence intensities of the substrate and product PAGE bands and comparing these intensities for each construct in the presence *versus* the absence of the enzyme (Figure [4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplemental Table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). From this more detailed analysis, we see that the unmodified and modified duplexes are very poor substrates for *m*EndoG, with only 5--10% DNA cut and no discrimination among the two strands. Thus, the enzyme does not appear to show any sequence preference in duplex DNA.

![Representative images of gel analysis with efficiencies and cut sites of *m*EndoG cleavage for duplex and junction DNAs. (**A**) Percent of unmodified (open bars) or ^5hm^C-modified (solid bars) duplex or junction DNAs lost as substrates from cleavage by *m*EndoG, as monitored by fluorescent Cy5 label on strand A (with the *m*EndoG cognate sequence) or strand B (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplemental Table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Percentages in loss of substrates were determined relative to amount of starting material in the absence of protein. Error bars represent standard deviations of the mean from four replicate experiments. (**B**) Major products from cleavage of duplex DNA by *m*EndoG from denaturing gel analysis ([Supplemental Figure S5](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The major cut sites for the labeled DA strand are indicated for the unmodified duplex construct (open arrow, C) and the ^5hm^C-modified construct (solid arrow, ^5hm^C). The DB labeled strand showed the same cut site (grey arrow) for both the unmodified and modified constructs. Complete cutting profiles are shown in [Supplemental Figure S6](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. (**C**) Major cut sites on the junction DNA, labeled as in B. Complete cutting profiles are shown in [Supplemental Figure S7](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.](gkaa117fig4){#F4}

The quantitative analysis confirms that junctions are the preferred substrate for *m*EndoG, with the ^5hm^C-modified construct being the most efficiently cleaved substrate, at ∼10-fold greater efficiency compared to any of the duplex constructs. For the unmodified junction, the enzyme preferentially cuts the strand with the GGGCCAG sequence (JA) over the strand in the absence of this sequence (JB), although it is not entirely clear why that is the case, since we are monitoring the loss of substrate. For the ^5hm^C-modified junction, however, both the JA and JB strands are efficiently cut, suggesting that the modified base also enhances cleavage on the opposing strand of the junction cross-over. Thus, both the junction conformation and the 5hmC modification of the DNA substrate enhance the endonuclease activity of *m*EndoG.

To show that this specificity in cleavage was not an artifact from monitoring single time points, we developed a Förster Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET) assay to determine the rate of cutting over time. In this assay, the unmodified and ^5hm^C-modified junctions with Cy5 and fluorescein (FITC) chromophore labels (constructs 7 and 8, respectively, [Supplemental Figure S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) were incubated with *m*EndoG and the loss of fluorescence signal from the FITC emission resulting from the excitation of the Cy5 FRET donor was monitored over time. The loss of the FRET signal was indicative of cleavage of the junction, which separates the FRET donor on one arm of the junction from the acceptor on an opposing arm. The resulting kinetic traces were fit as pseudo first-order processes, resulting in pseudo first-order rate constants ([Supplemental Figure S4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The resulting analyses showed that the rate constant for *m*EndoG cleavage was ∼1.8-fold higher for the ^5hm^C-modified over the unmodified junction (Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}).

![Specificity of *m*EndoG enzymes for cleavage of unmodified and ^5hm^C-modified junction DNA substrates. Rate of cleavage from FRET time-course assays ([Supplemental Figure S4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) of unmodified junction (open bars, construct 7, [Supplemental Figure S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) or ^5hm^C-modified junction (solid bars, construct 8, [Supplemental Figure S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) are compared for the wild type (WT), Cys69 to Ala mutant (C69A), and the Cys69 to Ser mutant (C69S). Rates were normalized to the rate of cleavage of the unmodified junction for each form of the enzyme. Error bars are shown for the standard deviation of the mean for three experimental replicates for each enzyme and substrate construct.](gkaa117fig5){#F5}

The cut sites of the various DNA substrates were resolved at the nucleotide level through denaturing PAGE analysis of the *m*EndoG cleavage products (Figure [4b](#F4){ref-type="fig"}-[c](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, and [Supplemental Figure S5](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The various products were quantified, with the fluorescence intensities normalized for total counts across all substrate and product bands in each gel lane ([Supplemental Figures S6 and S7](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In order to estimate the relative amounts of each product, the normalized intensities of the lane lacking enzyme were subtracted from the companion lane containing enzyme for each DNA construct (we note, however, that these are estimates). For the unmodified duplex substrate, the loss in the 20 nucleotides (nt) DA-strand substrate resulted in appearance of primary cleavage products of 8, 12 and 13 nt in length relative to the 5′-label. Incorporating ^5hm^C onto the DA strand also resulted in *m*EndoG cleavage fragments of 12 and 13 nt, but the 8 nt product was replaced by primary product that is 9 nt in length (one nt closer to the ^5hm^C nucleotide). The primary cleavage product for the complementary DB-strand of the duplex is a 12 nt fragment for both the unmodified and ^5hm^C-modified constructs, with the latter showing a slight increase in cutting efficiency.

Denaturing PAGE analysis of the *m*EndoG cleavage products on the junction substrate shows that the JA strand behaves similarly to the DA strand of the duplex ([Supplemental Figure S7](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The major cut site is shifted from being 2 nt to 1 nt from the ^5hm^C-nucleotide and the cutting efficiency increases at that site over the alternative sites. We should note, however, that the denaturing gel analyses provides information only on relative efficiency of cleavage among the various potential cut sites within one strand (as seen with the JA strand), and not absolute cleavage efficiencies along the entire duplex or junction (thus the cleavage efficiency cannot be compared between strands of the junction). Similar to the complementary DB-strand of the duplex, the other three strands of the junction show the same pattern of cleavage products for both the modified and unmodified junction substrates. Thus, the ^5hm^C-specificity for *m*EndoG is associated with the catalytic function of the enzyme in increasing the efficiency of cutting of the DNA substrate and specifying the point of cleavage 1 nt closer to the ^5hm^C nucleotide position along the cognate sequence relative to that of the unmodified substrates. When coupled with its significantly higher affinity for junctions over duplex DNAs, the results support a conclusion that *m*EndoG is a ^5hm^C and junction specific endonuclease.

Structure of *i-m*EndoG and comparisons to homologs {#SEC3-3}
---------------------------------------------------

In order to understand the ^5hm^C-specificity at the molecular level, we determined the single-crystal structure of *i-m*EndoG to 2.1 Å resolution (Figure [6A](#F6){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplemental Table S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The *i-m*EndoG crystallizes as a dimer and is overall very similar to the previously determined structures of the invertebrate orthologs from *C. elegans* and *Drosophila* ([@B39],[@B40]) (Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). The most immediate difference in the mouse structure was that the N-termini are swapped across the two subunits of the dimer, which is not seen in either of the two invertebrate enzymes. Excluding the swapped N-termini, the root-mean-square-deviation (RMSD) of backbone atoms was 0.68 Å (for 341 aligned out of 472 total residues) between *i-m*EndoG and the *C. elegans* ortholog and 0.60 Å (for 357 aligned residues) to *Drosophila*. The RMSD comparing the structures of the two invertebrate enzymes was 0.77 Å.

![Crystal structures of *i-m*EndoG in comparison to the invertebrate orthologs. (**A**) Structure of mouse *i-m*EndoG in the absence of DNA is a dimer (cyan and blue). (**B**) Superposition of worm (magenta) and fly (orange) orthologs of EndoG ([@B39],[@B40]). Superpositions of protein structures in this figure were performed using the ALIGN function of the PyMOL program ([@B59]) to overlay the Cα-carbons of the protein backbones for the aligned amino acid sequences. (**C**) Superposition of mouse (cyan), worm (magenta), and fly (orange) structures, focusing on the active site (the A-site for DNA binding). As with **b**, the protein structures from the three organisms were superimposed based on the Cα-carbons of the protein backbones for the aligned amino acid sequences. The α-helices that define the active site are labeled as α1, α2, α3 and α4, from the N- to C-termini. The T~5~ pentanucleotide strand from the *C. elegans* structure (ball-and-stick models, with carbons colored white) remained fixed to its position and conformation in the co-crystal structure to show its relationship to the active site of all three proteins. The side chains of the C69 Cys residue and the equivalent C120 and C127 are shown as ball-and-stick models. The amino acid sequences of invertebrate and vertebrate EndoG orthologs are shown for the active site region, with the conserved Cys highlighted by a blue box and the two deleted residues in the vertebrate sequences (relative to the invertebrates) highlighted by magenta boxes.](gkaa117fig6){#F6}

In comparing the crystal structures in greater detail, we observed both similarities and also significant conformational differences between *i-m*EndoG and the invertebrate proteins at their active sites. An important common feature is that an Mg^2+^ ion is seen coordinated at essentially the same position, coordinated by N128 and E136 in *i-m*EndoG (both amino acids are conserved in all three structures). The position of this catalytically important cation defines the cut site of the DNA backbone within the active site. There were, however, significant differences found in the protein secondary structures that define the active site and, therefore potentially provide specificity for ^5hm^C binding.

The DNA binding pockets within the active sites of the invertebrate proteins are defined by four distinct α-helices, labeled as α1, α2, α3 and α4 (from the N- to C-termini, Figure [6C](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). The *C. elegans* protein was crystallized with a T~5~ pentanucleotide, which was resolved in the complex ([@B40]). With the high similarity among the various protein structures, we applied a least squares alignment of the Cα carbons of all residues to compare the active sites of the mouse and fly structure to that of the DNA-bound worm complex in order to identify those amino acids that are important for DNA binding and recognition (Figure [6C](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). The primary protein-DNA contacts within all of the overlaid complexes are between side chains of basic amino acids (primarily Arg) and the phosphate backbone of the DNA, consistent with the lack of specificity of the invertebrate enzymes.

A significant conformational deviation seen in the DNA binding pocket of the *i-m*EndoG structure is that the five-residue α1 helix is unwound into a three-residue loop. The aligned sequences for the vertebrate and invertebrate enzymes suggest that the unwinding of α1 can be attributed to two amino acids being deleted at positions immediately preceding the helix (highlighted by the magenta boxes in Figure [6C](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). We propose that these deletions reduce the number of residues available to span across this stretch of the vertebrate protein. In order to maintain the conserved conformational features on either side of this region, the *i-m*EndoG structure must unwind the helix of the invertebrate structures. The other secondary structure elements (α2, α3 and α4) remain intact in *i-m*EndoG, with nearly all of the Arg/Lys conserved structurally and available to make contact with the DNA backbone.

C69 confers ^5hm^C specificity and defines the DNA cut site in *m*EndoG {#SEC3-4}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

The consequence of unwinding α1 into a loop in *i-m*EndoG is that C69, a Cys residue that is conserved across animal EndoGs, is repositioned in the mouse enzyme to recognize ^5hm^C at the major groove surface of the DNA. In both invertebrate structures ([@B39],[@B40]), the Cys is positioned with its side chain orientation away from the DNA pocket, but in the *i-m*EndoG structure, it points into the pocket (Figure [6C](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). In the current structure, this Cys actually forms a disulfide bond to an adjacent protein within the crystal lattice. However, as with other free sulfhydryl groups in protein crystals ([@B50],[@B51]), we interpret this interaction as an opportunistic disulfide bond, formed simply because the thiols are available to make the bond when exposed in this conformation and in this particular crystal lattice. We assert, therefore, that the unwinding of the α1 helix is a consequence of the two residue deletion in the sequence, and not from the intermolecular disulfide bond.

With the *i-m*EndoG structure superimposed onto the protein-T~5~ complex of *C. elegans*, we see that the --SH of C69 makes contact (within 1.8 Å) with the methyl group and O4 oxygen at the major groove of one thymine base. In addition, L68 of the loop makes contact (within 1.3 Å) with the methyl of an adjacent T base. The putative scissile phosphate (closest to the catalytic Mg^2+^ cation) immediately precedes the L68 contacted nucleotide. Thus, C69 is positioned to recognize ^5hm^C through an H-bond with the hydroxyl of the modified base and thereby specifies the cleavage site for the modified DNA to be 1 nt upstream of the ^5hm^C- nucleotide, as defined by the positioning of C69 and the catalytic Mg^2+^. This structural model is consistent with the denaturing gel analysis, which showed that *m*EndoG cleaved ^5hm^C-modified DNAs (both duplex and junction) 1 nt upstream of the ^5hm^C-nucleotide. The absence of the hydroxyl group in unmodified substrates results in the loss of this O--H···S--H H-bond, resulting in the loss of specificity and reduction in efficiency in the cleavage.

To test this thesis, we superimposed the coordinates of the DNA from the *C. elegans* complex into *i-m*EndoG and replaced the bases of the T~5~ sequence to construct a GGG^5hm^CC strand within the DNA pocket ([Supplemental Figure S8](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The resulting complex, after equilibrium molecular dynamics followed by geometry/energy optimization simulations, shows an O--H···S H-bond from the ^5hm^C hydroxyl group to C69 of *i-m*EndoG, and an S--H···O H-bond from C69 to the phosphate backbone of the DNA. When the hydroxymethyl substituent is removed (as a GGGCC sequence), the cytosine forms a weaker C--H···S H-bond, although the S--H···O H-bond to the phosphate backbone remains intact. In addition, the C-base becomes unstacked from the remainder of the bases of the DNA strand---a highly unstable conformation. Thus, the thiol of C69 primarily serves as an H-bond acceptor to the hydroxymethyl group, thereby conferring specificity for the ^5hm^C-modified base, and participates in a weaker interaction as an H-bond donor to the DNA backbone. Finally, an *i-m*EndoG structural model constructed with the unmodified cognate DNA sequence shifted by 1 nt (GGGGC sequence) results an S--H···N H-bond from C69 to the N7 of the guanine base (in position replacing the ^5hm^C). Overall, these structural models support the observation that *m*EndoG cleaves DNA 1 nt downstream of the ^5hm^C-modified base.

To provide experimental support that an H-bond from Cys69 confers ^5hm^C specificity, we replaced this residue with an alanine (a C69A mutant) and measured the rate of cleavage of ^5hm^C-modified *versus* unmodified junction using the FRET time-course assay, as described above (Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). The C69A mutant showed only a 1.3-fold higher rate for the cleavage of the ^5hm^C-modified over unmodified junction, as compared to the 1.8-fold difference seen in the wild type enzyme. The same DNA cleavage assay applied to the C69S mutant, where the thiol substituent of the side chain is replaced by a hydroxyl group, showed a 2.1-fold higher rate for cleavage of the modified over unmodified junction. Overall, the ^5hm^C-specificity follows the expected trend for the H-bonding potential of the amino acid side chain (Ala-C--H \<\< Cys-S--H \< Ser-O--H), suggesting that the interaction is a (C/S/O)···O type H-bond, although we do not know which is the donor and which the acceptor in the interaction. Thus, an H-bond from amino acid residue Cys69 was shown to account for the ^5hm^C specificity for DNA cleavage by *m*EndoG.

Structure of *i-m*EndoG-DNA complex: a second site for DNA binding {#SEC3-5}
------------------------------------------------------------------

In an attempt to determine the structure of *i-m*EndoG in complex with DNA, we crystallized the protein with the self-complementary sequence CCGGCGCCGG ([Supplemental Table S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The X-ray data phased with only the coordinates of the protein showed residual density in the *F*~o~ -- *F*~c~ difference electron density map that is consistent with a DNA duplex bridging across two *i-m*EndoG dimers in the crystal lattice ([Supplemental Figure S9](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The DNA modeled into the density was a double-helix in the A-DNA conformation (Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}), consistent with the conformation that is favored by such GC-rich sequences ([@B52]).

![Structures of the orthogonal B-site DNA binding surface. (**A**) The structure of the B-site surface of *i-m*EndoG in the absence of DNA, with residues that interact with the DNA from panel **b** highlighted as ball-and-stick models. (**B**) Structure of *i-m*EndoG from mouse (cyan) in the presence of a decanucleotide DNA sequence. Amino acids that interact (dotted lines) with the DNA are shown as ball-and-stick models. (**C**) Structure of the equivalent surface of the *C. elegans* enzyme (magenta) ([@B40]), with the analogous strand highlighted in white and residues as ball-and-stick models. The bottom panel compares the aligned sequences of invertebrate and vertebrate EndoG orthologs, with the sequences of the B-site of the vertebrate enzymes that contact the DNA highlighted in yellow. The Pro residues from the *C. elegans* sequence are highlighted by the green boxes, and mapped to their position in the crystal structure in panel C.](gkaa117fig7){#F7}

The DNA, however, does not sit in the active-site pocket (which we will at this point call the A-site), as seen in the *C. elegans* complex structure ([@B40]) and conserved in both the *Drosophila* ([@B39]) and mouse structures. Instead, it was bound at a surface (we will call this the B-site) that is adjacent, but geometrically orthogonal to the A-site loop. While the amino acid sequence of the B-site surface is conserved in vertebrate EndoGs, it is highly variable in the invertebrates (Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). Similar to the A-site, the interactions of the B-site surface to the DNA are primarily charge-charge and H-bond interactions with the phosphate backbone, with the exceptions of an H-bond from D75 to N4 at the major groove of the C~7~ base and a stacking interaction from H78 to the terminal G~10~ base of the DNA duplex (Figure [7B](#F7){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplemental Table S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This set of interactions suggests that the B-site shows no sequence specificity for binding DNA.

The conformations of the amino acids in the B-site are nearly identical in the structures of the DNA-complexed and apo-enzymes, suggesting that these residues are poised to bind DNA in a non-specific manner. The analogous solvent-facing amino acids of the *C. elegans* and *Drosophila* protein structures ([@B39],[@B40]) are not positioned to interact with a DNA fragment, even though there are several basic amino acids that are conserved between the vertebrate and invertebrate sequences. The structural differences that preclude formation of a B-site may be associated with the Pro residues within the invertebrate sequences in this region. The *m*EndoG B-site, therefore, is a surface that is adjacent and geometrically orthogonal to the conserved active A-site and is well-positioned to serve as a second non-specific DNA binding site. The A-site, therefore, recognizes and cuts ^5hm^C-modified DNA strands, while the B-site is an orthogonal surface that accommodates an adjacent duplex arm of a four-stranded DNA junction. Together, the two sites provide a structural rationale for *m*EndoG's preference for binding and cutting ^5hm^C-modified junctions.

DISCUSSION {#SEC4}
==========

We have shown here that *m*EndoG has functional and structural properties consistent with an endonuclease that is specific for ^5hm^C in the context of a DNA junction. The enzyme shows significantly higher affinity for four-armed junctions over duplex and single-stranded DNAs. The ^5hm^C-modified nucleotide, however, does not explicitly increase the binding affinity, but instead increases the efficiency of cutting and specifies the site of cleavage for the modified DNAs (of both duplexes and junctions). An H-bond between the ^5hm^C-base and the thiol side chain of C69 is proposed to be the structural rationale for ^5hm^C-recognition by *m*EndoG. In the vertebrate enzyme, deletion of two amino acids from the invertebrate sequence unwinds the α1-helix, resulting in a loop that places the thiol of Cys69 into the DNA binding pocket. The presence of the B-site provides a platform for binding an orthogonal DNA duplex, potentially accounting for *m*EndoG's unique preference for efficiently binding and cutting junctions.

The relationship between the A- and B-sites in conferring junction binding can be appreciated by considering a structural model of the *i-m*EndoG with DNA placed in both DNA-binding sites. The 3′-end of the DNA in the A-site can be readily connected to the 5′-end of one strand from the duplex in the B-site (Figure [8A](#F8){ref-type="fig"}). The most direct path connecting the DNA strands between the sites requires a bridge that spans a 13.5 Å gap, the equivalent of two nucleotides (each spanning ∼7 Å). The two DNA binding sites can also be bridged using the atomic coordinates of the DNA junction from the T4 endonuclease VII crystal structure ([@B53]). In this alternative model complex, the backbone phosphates of the T4 endonuclease VII DNA junction are aligned with phosphates of the single-stranded T~5~ DNA from the *C. elegans* structure placed into the A-site and the DNA duplex observed in the B-site of the *i-m*EndoG structures (Figure [8B](#F8){ref-type="fig"}). This *m*EndoG-junction model complex shows that the two binding sites of the vertebrate enzyme can accommodate a structurally characterized DNA junction. It should be noted, however, that this model has not been evaluated in terms of energetic or structural feasibility and should, therefore, be considered in that context.

![Relationship between the A- and B-sites for DNA binding in *i-m*EndoG. The T~5~ DNA from the *C. elegans* crystal structure was superimposed into the A-site of the *i-m*EndoG-DNA complex. (**A**) A simple model connecting the 5′ end of the T~5~ strand in the A-site (responsible for ^5hm^C recognition) to the 3′-end in the B-site (orange backbone, atoms of base pairs in ball-and-stick), providing binding to an additional arm of a DNA junction. The complementary strand of the duplex that does not make contact with the B-site is shown in green, with the bases represented by sticks for clarity. (**B**) Model of DNA junction (green) from the structure of T4 endonuclease VII mapped on the *i-m*EndoG-DNA complex. The phosphodeoxyribose backbone of the T4 Endo VII junction DNA (green ribbon, with bases shown as sticks) ([@B53]) was superimposed onto the T~5~ DNA (ball-and-stick model) in the A-site and 5 base pairs of the DNA duplex (ball-and-stick model) in the B-site of the complex from panel A, with no additional optimization or modeling.](gkaa117fig8){#F8}

We are now left with the question of what role the ^5hm^C-specific junction endonuclease activity of vertebrate EndoG plays in the promotion of homologous recombination. Robertson, *et al.* ([@B6]) originally proposed a mechanism for how ^5hm^C promotes recombination, in which this modified nucleotide determines where and how a double-strand break is created in a DNA duplex to initiate the strand invasion. Such a mechanism is consistent with the observation that ^5hm^C specifies where the DNA backbone is cleaved relative to the modified nucleotide. This mechanism, however, is not consistent with the observations from this study that the Holliday junction is the preferred substrate for both binding and cleavage efficiency by *m*EndoG.

Alternatively, the preference of *m*EndoG's for cutting Holliday junctions suggests that this enzyme is a junction resolvase. The observation that an approximate 20 bp duplex is the major product from cleavage of 40 bp junctions shows that *m*EndoG is capable of cutting symmetrically across a Holliday junction (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Despite the apparent symmetric cuts on the junction observed in native gel analyses, denaturing gel analyses showed that *m*EndoG cutting efficiency is enhanced at the ^5hm^C modified strand, but not necessarily the opposing strand across the junction. We note that a true resolvase would have equal cutting activity on symmetric strands of the junctions. The current studies do have not determined whether incorporating ^5hm^C nucleotides symmetrically across opposing arms would result in symmetrically cleaved junctions. In short, further work is required to evoke *m*EndoG's role as a resolvase.

To accommodate *m*EndoG's possible role as a junction resolvase, we propose here an alternative mechanism where a non-specific double-stranded break is created by an endonuclease (not necessarily *m*EndoG). The role of ^5hm^C would come later in this mechanism, by first pausing the junction at the modified nucleotide, followed by ^5hm^C-specific resolution of the junction by *m*EndoG. Such a mechanism takes advantage of the stabilization of Holliday junctions by ^5hm^C ([@B54]) and the preference for ^5hm^C-modified junctions as a substrate for *m*EndoG.

An alternative interpretation is that the junction specificity of *m*EndoG is not associated with mechanisms of recombination, but that the four-armed DNA structure mimics the duplex DNAs exiting the eukaryotic nucleosome structure ([@B55]) or duplex crossings of supercoiled DNAs ([@B56]). Thus, this enzyme may have the potential to recognize ^5hm^C-flagged DNA damage sites within the distinctive structural features either of chromosomal DNA in the nucleus or of the supercoiled genome in the mitochondrion.

The ^5hm^C-specific junction endonuclease function of EndoG is unique to vertebrate organisms. The study here shows that the structural adaptations required to confer recognition for both the modified base and the recombination intermediate requires only minimal perturbations to the sequence of the invertebrate homologues---a two amino acid deletion to confer ^5hm^C-recognition and replacement of one or more prolines to establish an additional DNA binding platform for a second arm of a four-armed junction. There obviously are other substitutions that are required to evolve the vertebrate functions to this enzyme. Many of the structural components for these various functions are already in place, including the ability to associate with FEN-1 and its homologs to target damaged or perturbed DNAs ([@B57],[@B58]). However, the results from studies of the C69A and C69S mutants indicate that the modified base is recognized through an H-bond in the active site.

With the C69 H-bond conferring ^5hm^C recognition in *m*EndoG, the question is why this protein has retained the Cys from the invertebrate enzyme, when hydroxyl groups are expected to form stronger H-bonds than thiols. One simple answer is that there was no need to replace this Cys, since the thiol provides all of the specificity required for *m*EndoG function. An alternative answer, is that the Cys provides redox control over the recognition of this oxidation dependent DNA modification---a mechanism that is not available to a serine at this position.

The crystal structure of *m*EndoG is a dimer, likely stabilized by a domain swap, that places two symmetric active sites on opposite faces of the dimer. This observation raises the question of whether there is a function for having symmetric but opposing cleavage sites. Perhaps this structural feature is associated with *m*EndoG's apoptotic function where the enzyme is mass trafficked to the nucleus to degrade nuclear DNA, with the opposing binding sites enhancing the enzyme\'s ability to rapidly cut supercoiled DNA. There remains the possibility that the dimeric structure may be involved in *m*EndoG's function in recombination.

Overall, this study shows how *m*EndoG has structurally deviated from the non-specific endonucleases found in invertebrates into one that shows specificity for modifications in both DNA bases and conformation. Through a set of apparently minor amino acid deletions near the active site pocket and substitutions at an adjacent surface, a vertebrate enzyme becomes distinguished from its invertebrate brethren and confers a functional distinction for ^5hm^C as a vertebrate specific epigenetic marker.
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